Z-World quick reference chart for character building

1. Pick one

2. Pick one

Life Form Classification (L.F.C.)

Role Specifications

A. Norm
B. Enhanced
C. Mutate

Now that you have selected your LFC, your character will
need a Role. Your choice will determine what powers and
actions your character will have access to. With them, you
will be able to flesh out the details of your character.

A.

The Norm: a name given to humans that have
managed to grow up in the world relatively unchanged.
Advantages
- Largest Skill Base
- Increased Resistance to ‘Turning’
Disadvantages
- Heavily reliant on tech/weapons/ammo
- No access to supernatural powers
- Must represent a “PACK” prop in order
to use abilities that require Myst to activate

B.

The Enhanced: individuals known to our world as the
Enhanced emerged just before The Turning.
Advantages
- Access to supernatural powers and abilities

3. atTRIBUTES

4. ADD fEATS

This section will detail all of the powerful actions your character will be able
to take and use to increase their chances to survive here while working for The
Resistance. Some are Passive meaning they are considered “Active” all the time
after you select them. Some require conscious Activation at a cost of resources.
You will also notice some Feats can be selected more than once for cumulative
benefit while others may only be taken once ever. Unless otherwise stated a feat
may only be selected one time. Also be aware that some of the Feats list
prerequisites in order to select them.

Many of these Feats or Powers grant Pools of Power, Transformations, Resist
vs effects, Barrier vs effects or other character enhancements. Unless otherwise
stated when a Player Character has their Health Pool reduced to 0 points any
effects in place on the character will be removed. These Actions and Powers are
broken down into four types:
<LFC> General = any character belonging to a particular LFC can select this feat
regardless of their Role Spec
<LFC> [Role Spec] = these feats are specific to the LFC and Role Spec listed and
can only be selected by that combination
<LFC> [Role Spec] Cross Feat X = these feats are available to any LFC regardless
of Role Spec but they will be less effective

LFC: Norm
Role Specs: Hunter
Role Spec Bonus: +2 Endurance Pool
& +2 Myst Pool
LFC: Norm
Role Specs: Engineer
Role Spec Bonus: +2 Endurance Pool
& +2 Health Pool
LFC: Norm
Role Specs: Medic
Role Spec Bonus: +2 Endurance Pool
& +2 Myst Pool
LFC: Norm
Role Specs: Soldier
Role Spec Bonus: +2 Endurance Pool
& +2 Health Pool
LFC: Enhanced
Role Specs: Elementalist
Role Spec Bonus: +10 Myst Pool
LFC: Enhanced
Role Specs: Weaver
Role Spec Bonus: +5 Myst Pool

Disadvantages
- A heavy focus on manipulating myst as their
primary offense and defense has left them more
vulnerable to injury

LFC: Enhanced
Role Specs: Shaman
Role Spec Bonus: +10 Myst Pool
LFC: Enhanced
Role Specs: Psy-Blade
Role Spec Bonus: +2 Health Pool
& +2 Myst Pool

C.

The Mutate: Records provided by the ARC indicate that the
first Mutates were the result of a strange experiment.
Advantages
- A good balance of skills
- Access to Claws as weaponry

LFC: Mutate
Role Specs: Spitter
Role Spec Bonus: +5 Health Pool
& +5 Myst Pool
LFC: Mutate
Role Specs: Harvester
Role Spec Bonus: +5 Health Pool
& +5 Endurance Pool

Disadvantages
- Relies on Bio Extract to use metabolic abilities
- The Daily Hunger: Mutates have to eat 1 point of
Bio-Extract per level of the character, per day in
order to avoid becoming Enraged. If they fail to eat
enough their Resistance Pool will drop to 0 points
during the game day.

LFC: Mutate
Role Specs: Gener
Role Spec Bonus: +5 Health Pool
& +5 Myst Pool
LFC: Mutate
Role Specs: Goliath
Role Spec Bonus: +1 Strength
& +10 Health Pool

Melee and Ranged Weapons, Shields and Armour Rating Feats Info

5. and finally ADD skills
Character Skills are broken down into four types:
Physical = skills that represent your character attempting to perform a
powerful physical act.
Training = these skill represent the training and education your character has picked up along the way.
Combative = these skill represent acts that can change a combative
situation either helping your character or dooming your entire team.
Survival = skills that determine how well your character can survive in
the wastelands or help to look after other people.
Points for Skill Ranks

Skills have a rank structure of 1 to 5. You can choose to spend as many
points as you wish in any given skill to a maximum of 5 points.
You will receive 1 Rank for every 3 points you have in the listed “Attribute Bonus” for the Skill you are learning.
Example: Norm (Soldier) wants to make sure they can turn over any old
car they find.
They have a Strength Attribute of 5
Act of Power (Str): Ranks (points) spent 4 & 1 bonus Rank for Strength
over 3 points = Max Rank 5

see zworldlarp.com for specifics on L.F.C, Role and
other feats/gear/skills and rules not listed here
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